Surface Mounted Door Locks
1210, 1215, 1216, 1217

Application:
Provides an additional locking point for main doors in homes and apartments. The safety bracket allows the door to be partially opened and prevents forced entry.

Configuration
Backset 70 mm, burglary resistant according to Austrian ÖNORM B5456
Double throw bolt with nickel-plated striking plate or safety bracket
Knob or cylinder on the inside
Can be installed on left or right doors

Included with the lock set
2 reversible keys
Plastic clip in dark red for Kaba penta, for all other systems in Kaba blue
2 Cylinder fastening screws M5 x 65 mm
Outside cylinder Type AZ95-4-131 (See Page K.93) or inside cylinder Type IZ93-4-999 (See Page K.94)
Installation instructions, drilling template, screws

Available for these Systems:

| Premier Systems: | 6 Kaba penta | 7 Kaba quattro pluS | 12 Kaba gemini pluS |
| Patent expired systems | 4 Kaba quattro S | 2 Kaba gemini S |
| Old systems | 3 Kaba quattro 1) | 1 Kaba gemini 2) |
| Dealer systems | 5 Kaba experT 2) | 19 Kaba maTrix 2) |
| Old dealer systems | | 9 Kaba gemini T 2) |

Lock Types

| 1210 | With safety bracket and knob |
| 1215 | Without safety bracket, with knob |
| 1216 | Without safety bracket, with inside cylinder |
| 1217 | With safety bracket and inside cylinder |

Standard Surface Finishes

| MEN - Natural Metal | PAT - Patinized | CR - Chrome standard |

Optional Surface Finishes

| GO - gold plated |

Order Code System
System Code.Surface Mounted Lock.Type.Surface finish

Example:
6.ZUS.1210.MEN = penta.surface mounted lock.type 1210.natural metal

Please note that certain options, finishes and dimensions may be subject to extended factory lead times. Please contact our office via email on sales.uk@kaba.com or telephone (0) 870 000 5625.

1) Kaba gemini and Kaba quattro are only offered for existing master key systems.
2) Kaba experT, Kaba maTrix and Kaba gemini T are only sold to authorized dealers.